Six charged as new police unit targets threat of ‘fixated persons’
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Six people have been charged and 32 investigated — including about 16 who
were considering carrying out acts of Islamist terror — in the first six months of
the NSW Police’s fixated persons unit, a key weapon against a terrorist attack.
NSW Police Commissioner Mick Fuller said it was clear Sydney was a major
target but he hoped the unit he set up six months ago with the co-operation of
the NSW Health Department could prevent attacks. It has been targeting an
average of two people of concern a week.
Apart from those interested in committing acts of terror, the unit has dealt
with a youth obsessed with the Columbine school massacre and charged a man
who was obsessed with harming a judge. The 17-strong unit aims to identify
people who could be at risk of committing terrorist acts at the infancy of their
interest in extreme ideology, not when it is too late.
“Sydney is and will continue to be a focus of the terrorists,” the NSW Police
Commissioner told The Australian. “Sydney is mentioned in the
correspondence of the terrorists ... that is open-source information. We have
got to do everything we can to stop the next terrorist incident happening. “I
have no doubt that the work the fixated persons unit has done in the last six
months has stopped serious incidents from occurring.”
Mr Fuller said that as well as attempting to stop terror attacks, the unit would
work to prevent attacks such as the Bourke Street tragedy in which a car was
driven into crowds in Melbourne in January. The city was rocked again on
Saturday when a youth armed with a knife was tasered by police after driving
erratically near Melbourne’s Federation Square.
Malcolm Turnbull will host state leaders in Canberra on Thursday for a special
Council of Australian Governments meeting on counter-terrorism. The Prime
Minister is pushing for a clear national approach to counter-terrorism laws,
with preventive detention orders, crowd safety in public places and aviation
safety to be discussed. A previous stoush had NSW authorities calling for 28day preventive detention orders. They are now 14 days in NSW, but federal

Attorney-General George Brandis has said it was unconstitutional under
commonwealth law to have anyone detained more than eight days.
Mr Fuller said the fixated person’s unit had the ability to pick up people who
“may not profile” as a terrorist threat but could be capable of a lone-wolf
attack.
NSW Chief Psychiatrist Murray Wright said the unit had been often targeting
young “vulnerable” people whose behaviour had been reported by their
families or schools or who had come to light through the work of intelligence
agencies. Dr Wright said previously police and mental health departments had
dealt with individual cases of risk but never shared information. “The one thing
that causes us most concern are the people who have some kind of
vulnerability and (see extreme acts as) a solution to whatever it is that is
troubling them,” Dr Wright said. “You can have ... young people who are
isolated from their peer group, that might be suffering some kind of mental
health issues. “There might be terrible things happening at home. They can
kind of be sold on the sales pitch of some (terror) organisations.
“They (the terror organisations) tell people they’re doing good things for
humanity. Sometimes it’s someone who is experiencing a psychotic illness and
treating that illness can change their perspective on what they’re doing.”
Dr Wright said it had been shown in similar models overseas and in
Queensland, that the co-ordination between police and health departments
could prevent people making “bad decisions”. Although Queensland Police has
a unit of four people conducting similar work, other states are yet to follow
suit, although Victoria Police and WA Police have passed on information to
their NSW counterparts to be dealt with by the unit, as has the Australian
Federal Police.
With robberies in NSW down to 3500 a year, Mr Fuller within a week of
becoming commissioner in April disbanded the metropolitan robbery unit and
put its officers under a detective inspector into the fixated persons unit. “The
great challenge is stopping the next terrorist incident and the fixated persons
unit is playing an important role to shine a light on a group of people who
didn’t have that focus in the past,” Mr Fuller said. “We have got a 17-strong
unit (led by) a detective inspector. If we’re going to have a modern law
enforcement workforce ... we have to have the courage to say this is where
police should be deployed.’’

Since the unit’s inception, it has been involved in 32 investigations, with six
people charged. It has conducted two firearms prohibition searches, five
mental health family conferences and made one referral to the Department of
Immigration. Where charges are preferred, police prosecutors are encouraged
to request community treatment orders be made by magistrates to deal with
mental health problems.
Proceedings have included a September 20 charge against a man for reprisal
against a judge, false information resulting in police investigation and
breaching a personal violence order. The victim is alleged to have been a
magistrate who sentenced the man to 15 months’ jail in 2015.
The police say that the individual fixations being dealt with by the unit range
from “extreme ideology of religion and sovereign citizen status to perceived
grievances with public office holders and government departments”. Other
examples of investigations over the past six months include a person fixated on
the Queensland Premier’s Office believing they were swindled out of a $30
million Lotto win; fixated people targeting state MPs’ offices, young people
fixated on the Columbine school massacre, people fixated on mental health
staff — believing they have a legitimate grievance regarding their mental
health diagnosis, and people fixated on a religion to the point where they have
disrupted services at churches belonging to other faiths.
Over the past six months there have been examples of cases that have
required mental health-only intervention, mental health in conjunction with
police intervention and cases where mental health would have no impact and
police-only intervention has been required.
Dr Wright said there were concerns over the sharing by health professionals of
confidential information with police but a test around that co-operation had
been set. “We have thought long and hard about this and we continue to think
long and hard about it,” Dr Wright said. “We will only do this (share health
information) where (we) are convinced there is a serious risk of harm.”

